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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Among the many ideas and concepts that have their intellectual roots in economic geography, ‘clusters’ have certainly been among the most influential ones on regional policymaking. Clusters have become a standard regional policy approach, and policymakers and practitioners around the world have seized upon clusters as a tool for promoting regional competitiveness, innovation and growth. Even though the cluster concept has been interpreted in different ways and a standardized cluster policy approach does not exist (Enright 2003; Kiese 2005), most cluster policies focus on efficiency gains through sectoral specialization and the further strengthening of existing regional strongholds. Such a policy approach is well suited to support regional path extension, but reaches its limit when the objective is to initiate and nurture new development paths. Not surprisingly, there are only few successful cases where cluster policies have led to the renewal and transformation of declining clusters, let alone the creation of entirely new ones (Koschatzky 2012).

The literature on path dependence and regional economic evolution shows that regional development is far from a smooth process, but rather is subject to all sorts of disruptions and discontinuities (Martin and Sunley 2006). In order to remain competitive, regional economies need to adapt continuously to changing global economic conditions. Industries and clusters that were prosperous in the past can lose their competitiveness, which may result in regional economic crisis and decline (Simmie and Martin 2010). It is therefore important that regional policymakers implement strategies that not only lead to a reinforcement of existing regional structures, potentially leading to negative lock-in, but also to the rise and further development of new growth paths (see, for instance, Morgan 2013).
In this chapter, we show that clusters can be a suitable concept and policy tool not only to foster path extension, but also to achieve path renewal and new path creation if embedded in a wider regional development strategy.

The current debate on regional development strategies is (at least in the European and OECD countries) heavily dominated by smart specialization (S3), a strategic approach to innovation-based regional growth (EC 2012; OECD 2013a; Landabaso 2014). Even though S3 is of significant importance for policymakers all over Europe (EU member states have to design and implement this strategy in order to receive structural funds), it remains subject to a range of different interpretations. The conceptual ambiguity is partly due to the choice of key words that can easily lead to false interpretations, notably the notions of ‘specialization’ and ‘entrepreneurial discovery’. First, rather than promoting sectoral specialization, smart specialization refers to regional diversification into areas related to current regional strengths. Second, rather than focusing on firm-driven entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial discovery is thought of broadly as encompassing all actors of a triple-helix constellation that can potentially contribute to discovering current and future areas of regional competitiveness. S3 is thereby very close to the idea of Constructing Regional Advantage (CRA), a theoretically informed policy approach that brings together concepts such as related variety, knowledge bases and policy platforms to promote innovation-based regional development (Cooke et al. 2006; Asheim et al. 2011). CRA emphasizes a proactive role of public–private partnerships in promoting innovation through a customized approach to regional development, appreciating the industry-specific modes of innovation and knowledge bases on which these innovation modes build. As we will show in this chapter, the CRA approach offers a sound theoretical basis to study the role that policy can play for new regional economic path development.

This book chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 discusses the cluster concept and recent accounts on long-term cluster evolution. While cluster policies have a tendency to foster path extension, new path development requires a broader policy strategy that promotes regional diversification and knowledge combinations, as advocated by the CRA approach described in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. The empirical analysis provided in Sections 1.5 and 1.6 underlines the role of public policy for new path development. While the new media cluster in southern Sweden is an example of path renewal through combining knowledge bases, the Oslo Cancer Cluster is an example for new path creation based on scientific knowledge. Section 1.7 concludes with a discussion of the differentiated role that clusters and public policy can play in new path development.
1.2 CLUSTER EVOLUTION AND POLICY

Clusters have become a key concept for researchers and policymakers dealing with regional economic development. Even though there is no commonly agreed definition of clusters (Martin and Sunley 2003), most scholars refer to clusters as geographical concentration of firms that are active in a particular field and interconnected through patterns of cooperation and knowledge exchange (see, for instance, Porter 1998: 78; Van den Berg et al. 2001: 18). While the term ‘cluster’ was popularized by Michael Porter (1990, 1998) the academic origins of the concept refer back to Alfred Marshall’s (1890) early work on industrial districts and the ideas developed by economic geographers ever since.

Central to the cluster concept is the idea that firms gain advantage not only from internal economies of scale, but also from external economies that result from co-location with other, similar firms (that is, localization economies). For Marshall, these localization economies are the outcome of ‘the concentration of specialised industries in particular localities’ (1890: 222) and are linked to three types of benefits, namely the availability of skilled labour in a region, the growth of supporting and auxiliary trades, and the specialization of firms in diverse stages and branches of production. By locating in an industrial district, firms can take advantage from local factor endowments, and can reap additional benefits from knowledge that is ‘in the air’ and travels intentionally or unintentionally between firms. Marshall’s arguments are still very much persistent in current theories on spatial clustering (Martin and Sunley 2003; Asheim et al. 2006). Today, cluster advantages are usually understood as ready access to a local pool of skilled labour, specialized service providers and adapted local infrastructures, as well as knowledge flows between innovative firms, universities and research and development (R&D) organizations in a given region. While the cluster concept does not negate the advantages that result from industrial diversity (that is, urbanization economies), it is fair to say that it heavily emphasizes sectoral specialization and interaction between related firms as key to regional competitiveness and growth. Consequently, most cluster polices are designed to reinforce current regional strongholds and to further specialize on already existing industries (Enright 2003; Koschatzky 2012).

While the literature on clusters has so far been mostly concerned with analysing the mechanisms behind spatial clustering and the reasons why clustered firms gain competitive advantage over non-clustered ones, less attention has been devoted to the question of how clusters develop over time (Lorenzen 2005; Bergman 2008; Isaksen 2011; Boschma and Fornahl 2011). This question calls for an evolutionary perspective that focuses on
long-term cluster dynamics. Different theoretical approaches to cluster evolution are discussed in the literature, many of which are inspired by basic product life cycle theory and later studies of industry life cycles (see, for instance, Bergman 2008; Menzel and Fornahl 2010; Martin and Sunley 2011). They argue that cluster evolution follows a cyclical development with sequential phases of emergence, growth, decline and renewal. Firm entries and exits, industry heterogeneity, external economies of scale as well as openness or rigidity of inter-firm networks are central explanations for the transition from one stage of cluster evolution to another. Protagonists of these models emphasize that the implied cyclical development should not be seen as predetermined (Martin and Sunley 2011). Clusters have unique characteristics and are embedded in a wider geographical context, which affects their development. Cluster evolution follows different path dependencies (Belussi and Sedita 2009; Strambach and Klement 2013), is subject to actions taken by human agents, enabled or constrained by institutional arrangements and sociocultural settings, and affected by governmental initiatives and political agendas on multiple geographical scales (Isaksen 2011; Martin and Trippl 2015; Trippl et al. 2015).

In this chapter, we study cluster evolution from an institutional perspective that focuses on changes in the wider regional innovation system, including firms, universities and governmental agencies (Braczyk et al. 1998; Asheim and Gertler 2005). Such a systemic perspective on cluster evolution allows us to shed more light on the role that public policy can play in regional development. We argue that new path development (that is, path renewal and path creation) requires a broad-based policy approach that stimulates cross-fertilizing effects between different economic activities within and beyond the region. While cluster policies are well suited to support the growth and sustainment of existing industries, policies for new path development should aim at regional diversification and variety creation, preferably based on existing strengths and expertise in the region. This idea of regional diversification is central to the Constructing Regional Advantage (CRA) approach (Cooke et al. 2006; Asheim et al. 2011), which is described in the following section.

1.3 CONSTRUCTING REGIONAL ADVANTAGE AS POLICY STRATEGY FOR NEW PATH DEVELOPMENT

Constructing Regional Advantage refers to promoting competitive advantage through product differentiation creating unique products. While building on the lessons from the dynamic principle of the theory of
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competitive advantage (Porter 1998) as well as of the innovation systems approach (Lundvall 2008) emphasizing that competitiveness can be influenced by innovation policies and supporting regulatory and institutional frameworks, the constructed advantage approach especially recognizes the role of a proactive public–private partnership and the impact of the public sector and public policy support by acknowledging to a greater extent the importance of institutional complementarities in knowledge economies. This approach represents an improved understanding of and response to the problems of system failures caused by a lack of connectivity in regional innovation systems (Martin and Trippl 2014; Isaksen and Trippl 2016).

Increasingly there is strong agreement that innovation is the key factor in promoting competitiveness in a globalizing knowledge economy. Competition based on innovation implies choosing the high-road strategy, which is the only sustainable alternative for developed, high-cost regional and national economies as well as for the future of developing economies. For a long time such a strategy was thought of as being identical with promoting high-tech, R&D-intensive industries in accordance with the linear view of innovation. But more and more the recognition has evolved that a broader and more comprehensive view on innovation has to be applied to retain and develop competitiveness in the heterogeneity of European regions; that is, that all drivers of innovation – both supply and demand side (user, market, demand (social innovation)) as well as employee-driven innovation – have to be integrated into an overall approach to innovation policy. This broad, comprehensive view requires a differentiated perspective on the types of knowledge relevant in innovation processes (Asheim and Gertler 2005; Asheim 2007). Such a broad-based innovation policy is in line with the innovation system approach of defining innovation as interactive learning combining an STI (science, technology, innovation) and a DUI (doing, using, interacting) mode of innovation (Lorenz and Lundvall 2006). This approach also appreciates the heterogeneity of European regions, thereby avoiding a ‘one size fits all’ approach (Tödtling and Trippl 2005).

Thus, a Porter perspective was adopted arguing that all industries can be innovative and that the high-tech–low-tech distinction is not relevant at a sectoral level as a point of departure for innovation policies, as R&D intensity is not the same as innovation capacity; knowledge is a far broader concept than R&D. This implies that regional advantage has to be constructed on the basis of the uniqueness of the capabilities of firms and regions, which, however, in a globalizing economy becomes more and more knowledge intensive (Asheim et al. 2006). Second, it implies that regions and countries should base their competitive strategy on industries they traditionally have been doing well in; that is, building on their technological
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path dependency to achieve positive lock-in effects or path extension. The existing industrial structure of regions will also in most cases represent the main source of path renewal in the form of regional branching based on related variety to secure future competitiveness and to make regions resilient (Boschma 2015).

Knowledge processes have become increasingly complex in the globalizing knowledge economy. The binary argument of whether knowledge is codified (that is, knowledge that has been stored in certain media and can readily be transmitted to others) or tacit (that is, knowledge that is difficult to transfer to another person by means of writing it down or verbalizing it) becomes too simplistic to accommodate this increased complexity and provide an adequate understanding of knowledge creation, learning and innovation. Thus, a need to go beyond this simple dichotomy can be identified. One way of doing this is to make a distinction between ‘synthetic’, ‘analytical’ and ‘symbolic’ types of knowledge bases, which partly transcends the tacit-codified dichotomy arguing that the two forms of knowledge always coexist but in different combinations, and partly emphasizes that all types of economic activity can be innovative but that the modes of innovation differ, thus transcending the high-tech–low-tech dichotomy (Martin and Moodysson 2013). As this threefold distinction refers to ideal-types, most activities are in practice comprised of more than one knowledge base. New combinations of knowledge bases, especially when symbolic knowledge is involved, seem to become increasingly important as a source of new path development.

An analytical knowledge base refers to economic activities where scientific knowledge based on formal models and codification is highly important. Examples are biotechnology and nanotechnology. University–industry links and respective networks are more important than in the other types of knowledge bases. Knowledge inputs and outputs in this type of knowledge base are more often codified than in the other types. The workforce, as a consequence, more often needs some research experience or university training. Knowledge creation in the form of scientific discoveries and (generic) technological inventions is more important than in the other knowledge types, and consequently innovations are science-driven. Partly these inventions lead to patents and licensing activities. Knowledge application is in the form of new products or processes, and there are more radical innovations than in the other knowledge types. An important route of knowledge application is new firms and spin-off companies that are formed on the basis of radically new inventions or products.

A synthetic knowledge base refers to economic activities, where innovation takes place mainly through the application or novel combinations of existing knowledge. Often this occurs in response to the need to solve
specific problems coming up in the interaction with customers and suppliers, and thus innovations are user-, market- and demand-driven. Industry examples include plant engineering, specialized advanced industrial machinery and shipbuilding. University–industry links are also important for this knowledge base, but more in the field of applied research and development than in basic research. Tacit knowledge is more important than in the analytical type, in particular due to the fact that knowledge often results from experience gained at the workplace, and through learning by doing, using and interacting. Compared to the analytical knowledge base, there is more concrete know-how, craft and practical skills required, which is provided by technical universities, polytechnics or by on-the-job training. Overall, this leads to a rather incremental way of innovation, dominated by the modification of existing products and processes.

Symbolic knowledge is related to the creation of meaning and desire as well as aesthetic attributes of products, such as designs, images and symbols, and to its economic use. The increasing significance of this intangible type of knowledge is observed by the OECD (2013b) mentioning, for example, design as a new source of growth as part of firms’ knowledge-based capital as well as through the dynamic development of cultural production such as media (film-making, publishing and music), advertising, design, brands and fashion. In cultural production, the input is aesthetic rather than cognitive in quality. This demands rather specialized abilities in symbol interpretation and creativity. This type of knowledge is often narrowly tied to a deep understanding of the habits and norms and the ‘everyday culture’ of specific social groupings. Due to the cultural embeddedness of interpretations, this type of knowledge base is characterized by a distinctive tacit component and is usually highly context-specific. The acquisition of essential creative, imaginative and interpretive skills is less tied to formal qualifications and university degrees than to practice in various stages of the creative process; however, this knowledge base has also become increasingly more knowledge-intensive.

The knowledge base approach implies that no type of knowledge should a priori be classified as more advanced, complex and sophisticated than other knowledge (Laestadius 2007), or that analytical knowledge be considered more important for innovation and competitiveness of firms, industries and regions than synthetic or symbolic knowledge. The knowledge base approach thus offers a promising framework for informing the next generation of broad-based regional innovation policy; that is, being able to fine-tune regional innovation policy according to the dominating knowledge bases in the region both with respect to strengthening existing industries and promoting new path development. This implies an active role of policymakers and agencies in stimulating novel combinations of
differentiated knowledge bases, thereby boosting innovation and regional development (Asheim et al. 2011). The OECD highlights knowledge-based capital (KBC), constituted precisely by combining knowledge bases, as new sources of growth (OECD 2013b).

1.4 NEW REGIONAL ECONOMIC PATH DEVELOPMENT

When designing and implementing a policy strategy for regional development, it is necessary not only to consider how to secure ‘path extension’ by promoting existing clusters, but also to stimulate new path development (that is, path renewal and path creation) by supporting the emergence of new clusters.

Path extension mainly results in incremental product and process innovations in existing industries and technological trajectories. While this can secure competitiveness and growth in a short- and medium-term perspective, in the longer run these industries run the risk of path exhaustion, referring to situations where the capacity for renewal is lacking. Path renewal takes place when existing local firms branch into different but related activities and sectors. Regions’ industrial specialization and firms’ knowledge bases shape the types of renewal that occur in the form of regional branching (Boschma and Frenken 2011). Path creation represents the most wide-ranging changes in a regional economy. It includes the establishment of new firms in new sectors, or firms that introduce new products, processes and/or business models in the regional economy. Path creation is most often R&D-driven and can either be the result of knowledge-based entrepreneurial discovery (university spin-offs through commercialization of research results) or proactive regional innovation policy aiming at constructing regional advantage, as is the goal of VINNOVA’s (Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems) Centre of Expertise programmes (Asheim et al. 2011, 2013; Isaksen and Tripl 2016).

The main problem of traditional industries with respect to promoting new path development (path renewal) and making them more innovative and competitive is the low educational and competence level and a lack of investment in R&D. This implies that these firms and industries have a low absorptive capacity, which limits their capacity to access and acquire new and often external knowledge, make use of new production equipment and penetrate new markets, especially international ones. It also handicaps them in approaching universities to make their knowledge more research-based and/or informed, which would extend their mode of innovation to the STI type. What is needed is to build absorptive capacity of DUI-based
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firms by increasing their research-based competence (Isaksen and Nilsson 2013). This is an important strategy for the upgrading of traditional industries, as research has demonstrated that combining DUI and STI makes firms perform better by utilizing both analytical and synthetic knowledge bases (Jensen et al. 2007).

Another strategy of upgrading of traditional industries is to move into high value-added niches. This is a strategy that can be realized most efficiently by mobilizing the symbolic knowledge base, often in combination with synthetic knowledge, and by applying a platform approach – that is, transcending traditional sectors – in the concrete design and implementation. This would normally imply that the firms continue to rely on the DUI mode of innovation, but are able to climb the value-added ladder by introducing new products that have a high element of symbolic knowledge to achieve product differentiation and thus represent a unique product at the high-end of the global market.

The two empirical examples in this chapter illustrate the two alternative ways clusters can contribute to a regional diversification process: the new media cluster in Malmö as an example of path renewal by combining knowledge bases in a related variety way, and the Oslo Cancer Cluster exemplifying new path creation by the commercialization of discoveries from basic research at universities and university hospitals.

1.5 THE RISE AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW MEDIA CLUSTER IN SOUTHERN SWEDEN: THE ROLE OF POLICY

Since its rise in the early 2000s, the new media cluster in Scania, Sweden’s most southern county, has grown to a considerable size. As of 2015, the cluster hosts several hundred small and medium-sized firms, as well as strong knowledge and support organizations.

The new media industry covers a range of activities related to media content (for example, text, graphics, music, video) and modern information and communication technology (for example, computer, mobile phones, tablets) (Lievrouw and Livingstone 2002). Examples in the case of Scania are the development of computer games, various software applications for smartphones and other mobile devices, film and TV, as well as digital design and advertising. What these activities have in common is that they all have strong symbolic components as regards their innovation outcomes and that they all draw on artistic skills as an important supplement to competences that are more technical. In the new media industry, innovation is typically organized in short-term projects involving a range
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of different collaboration partners, including small firms and freelancers, often located in close geographical proximity (Cooke 2002; Grabher 2002).

The following analysis of the new media cluster in Scania draws on a combination of document studies and in-depth interviews with key stakeholders. In addition to 37 interviews with business representatives conducted in 2008–2009, 16 interviews with policymakers, industry experts and cluster managers were carried out in 2012–2013.

1.5.1 The Early Roots and Rise of the Cluster

The rise of the new media cluster in Scania can be traced back to the beginning of the past decade. At that time, Scania faced the challenge to undergo a fundamental regional transformation process by nurturing new growth paths. At the turn of the millennium, Scania still suffered from a downturn and loss of its traditional industries such as shipbuilding and heavy machinery. At the same time, Scania’s ICT cluster – which emerged at the beginning of the 1980s and has been dominated by large companies relying on analytical and synthetic knowledge bases (Ericsson, Swedish Telekom) – was hit hard by the global IT crisis. The subsequent restructuring of the ICT cluster led to lay-offs of skilled engineers and scientists in the region (Martin and Trippl 2015). Therefore, the need to renew the ICT cluster and to grow new clusters to compensate for the decline of old sectors was strong.

New media and digital design were among the new niches with a remarkable future growth potential in Scania. As shown below, the rise and further development of the new media cluster clearly demonstrates that clusters are amenable to policy influence. Two early policy actions included the conversion of Malmö’s old industrial and harbour area into a modern business and housing district, which today houses the majority of new media firms, and the foundation of a new university college in Malmö. The rise of the new media cluster is, indeed, inextricably linked to the establishment of Malmö University in 1998. In particular the foundation of the School of Arts and Communication (K3) at Malmö University proved to be important, securing at a very early stage the provision of highly skilled workers for the emerging cluster. K3 focused its study programmes in fields such as interaction design, graphical design, media and communication, performing arts and culture, which are among the cluster’s core strengths today. The establishment of K3 has contributed in a variety of ways to the emergence and further development of the new media cluster. Not only has it provided the cluster with skilled graduates and enhanced Scania’s symbolic knowledge base, but our interviews with former decision-makers in the local and regional government also suggest that K3 was crucial in
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helping raise awareness among key policy actors of the growth potential of design and creative industries. From 2000 onwards they have, in close interaction with other key stakeholders in the region, designed and implemented a series of policy actions supporting the emergence and dynamic growth of the new media cluster in Scania.

In 2002, regional and local policy bodies (Region Skåne and Malmö Municipality) provided funding for the project M-Town, which can be seen as an early attempt to stimulate knowledge flows across industries and to combine different but related industrial activities. More precisely, M-Town's aim was to create linkages between companies operating in the telecom, internet/IT, media and entertainment sectors (TIME industry). M-Town thus reflected a shift away from a sectoral logic towards a policy approach in which emphasis was put on inter-industry crossovers, much in line with recent academic insights into the importance of related variety, combinations of knowledge bases and platform policies (Asheim et al. 2011).

The project M-Town was launched as a response to the shock caused by the collapse of the IT bubble at the beginning of the past decade. The ambition behind M-Town was to enhance knowledge flows between newly founded and incumbent firms in the ICT sector, and to create connections to the media and entertainment sector (for example film, TV, radio), a combination that was considered a promising future business area. Even though the project turned out to be too ambitious at that time, M-Town played a key role as pilot project, paving the way for proactive cluster policies in the field of new media in the following years.

1.5.2 Further Development of the Cluster

In 2004, the regional cluster initiative Media Meeting Place Malmö (MMM) was established. MMM was the outcome of a joint effort by local and regional policy bodies (Malmö Municipality and Region Skåne), seizing funding opportunities at the national level. At that time, the promotion of design and creative industries ranked high on the policy agenda of various national ministries and funding agencies such as the Ministry of Industry, the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth and the Knowledge Foundation (KK). KK played a particularly important role, providing funding for eight ‘meeting places’ for creative industries in various Swedish regions. A close interaction between industry, academia and government (that is, triple-helix constellations) and a high potential for linkages between creative industries and related sectors existing in the region were among the key preconditions for receiving funding from KK (Heed et al. 2008). Scania’s initial conditions were favourable, including
a growing number of new media firms, Malmö University with its focus on media and design, as well as a local and regional government that had already shown its commitment to the promotion of new media by initiating the project M-Town. Furthermore, the region’s strengths in ICT proved to be a key asset, as new media activities typically combine creative design with ICT technology, which was in line with KK’s cross-sectoral focus. Drawing on these advantages, Scania’s application for funding was successful and the cluster initiative MMM received financial support from KK for a five-year period. In addition to the promotion of networking that formed the core policy approach of MMM, the cluster’s organizational support structure was further strengthened. Malmö Municipality established a business incubator (Malmö Incubator, MINC), situated in close vicinity to Malmö University. MINC was founded in 2003 and hosts a number of start-up companies mostly operating in the field of new media.

By the end of the past decade, the cluster initiative MMM already had more than 70 members (Martin and Moodysson 2011). National funding expired in 2009 but was soon replaced by EU funds attracted by a consortium consisting of public and private actors. More precisely, Region Skåne, Region Blekinge, Malmö Municipality, Helsingborg Municipality, Malmö University and a number of private firms applied for money from the EU structural funds to secure the continuation of the cluster initiative for another three years. The dynamic development of the cluster and the long-term commitment of local and regional policy agencies formed the basis for the decision of EU authorities to provide €1.24 million financing. The cluster initiative has been renamed Moving Media Southern Sweden (MMSS) and received co-financing by the aforementioned public–private consortium. Key policy actions to promote cluster development included again the facilitation of regional networking and knowledge exchange, which is considered as eminently important for clusters that rely on a symbolic knowledge base (Martin and Trippl 2014). Around the same time, a new research and innovation centre for digital media (MEDEA) was established at Malmö University. Partly financed by EU structural funds, the creation of MEDEA has further enhanced the cluster’s research capacity and facilitated knowledge exchange between Malmö University and new media firms in the region.

One of the most recent policy actions was the establishment of the large business park Media Evolution City (MEC) for new media firms in Malmö’s Western harbour area by Region Skåne and Malmö Municipality. MEC opened its doors in 2012 and as of today it houses more than 100 firms. Over recent years, more and more firms have joined the cluster initiative (now renamed Media Evolution, ME) as member organizations. With the dynamic development of the new media industry in Scania,
financial engagement by the private sector in the cluster initiative increased significantly. Today, the cluster initiative has around 350 members, reflecting both the success of ME and the growth of the industry in the region.

1.6 THE EMERGENCE OF THE OSLO CANCER MEDICINE CLUSTER: THE ROLE OF POLICY

A number of highly research based firms focusing on cancer diagnostic, treatment and medicine have emerged in Oslo since the late 1990s (Skålholt and Thune 2013). The firms have become part of a cluster organization named Oslo Cancer Cluster (OCC). The organization received the status of Norwegian Centre of Expertise by Innovation Norway in 2007, a status reserved for internationally competitive clusters in Norway.

OCC includes about 20 knowledge and support organizations of different types and about 40 biotechnology firms. Nearly half of the firms are Norwegian divisions of often very large pharmaceutical multinationals, which are among the dominant global players within the industry. These divisions represent the bulk of more than 2,000 jobs among members of OCC (Furre and Flatnes 2013). However, the cluster also includes just over 20 younger, independent and mostly small pharmaceutical firms. These are mostly spin-offs but also industrial spin-offs or start-up companies with Norwegian entrepreneurs and venture capital. The firms are mostly in the clinical test phases of their first products or occupied with developing further a technological platform. Norwegian firms mainly develop cancer drugs in clinical phase I and II in Norway. In phase III, these small firms often need to cooperate with international pharmaceutical companies due to high development costs and lack of patient volunteers in Norway to carry out phase III testing. A few Oslo-based firms have put patent protected products on the market under their own brand name or have licence agreements with global biotechnology companies. Furre and Flatnes (2013) actually demonstrated that the number of jobs and value creation decreased somewhat among member firms in OCC between 2004 and 2011 due to reduction of back-office functions in the Norwegian divisions of multinationals that was not offset by growth in new, Oslo-based firms.

1.6.1 The Historical Roots of the Cluster

The new and small cancer medicine firms rely on highly specialized analytical knowledge related to cancer. The systematic development of this knowledge started when a special hospital for cancer treatment (the
Radium Hospital) was established in Oslo in 1932 as one of the first specialized hospitals for cancer treatment in the world. The hospital had no state funding at the start, but was financed by fundraising activities, contributions from the Norwegian Cancer Society and also significant private gifts (Skårderud 2007). The hospital has been the centre for long-term development of knowledge, which is described in this way in a review of the hospital’s history: ‘It has almost been an indisputably claim that newly hired assistant doctors are expected to take a PhD. It is been implied that one does not necessarily go home after normal working hours’ (Skårderud 2007: 204, translated by A. Isaksen).

Further knowledge organizations emerged. First, a cancer register aimed at registering and monitoring the development of cancer in Norway was established in 1952. The register was financed by private funds until the state took over the responsibility in 1979. All medical doctors in Norway are instructed by law to notify new cancer cases to the Cancer Register. The large amount of data and the unique personal identification number in Norway make the Cancer Register’s data suitable for research both nationally and internationally. Second, a Cancer Research Institute for basic research, clinical research and method development was established in 1954 (Skårderud 2007). It started as an independent entity, backed by the state-owned Norwegian company Hydro, and has since its start been central in Norwegian and international cancer research, and Norway has comparatively many scientific publications within cancer research (oncology) (Reve and Sasson 2012). A few other R&D institutes and higher education institutions also developed relevant scientific knowledge. Among these is the Centre for Cancer Biomedicine, which is a research institute focused on cancer research with about 100 employees located at the University of Oslo and Oslo University Hospital.

1.6.2 Academic Entrepreneurship

The research at the Radium Hospital and related organizations has been a vital source of analytical knowledge for new cancer drug firms (Nicolaysen 2013: 71). The R&D institutes and higher education institutions are important when it comes to providing employees, performing research, as sources of several spin-off firms and, not least, by ‘creating’ potential entrepreneurs with scientific knowledge that are vital for starting new firms focused on developing cancer drugs. Ten of 12 Norwegian-owned firms in the OCC (that answered questions about the background of their founders) were started by individual entrepreneurs, the two others by a venture capital fund and existing firms. The ten firms have 21 entrepreneurs, and virtually all of these have a PhD. In nine of the 12 firms, the core competence originates...
from research carried out by the entrepreneurs at the Radium Hospital, in some cases in cooperation with researchers at Oslo University Hospital, the University of Oslo and the Norwegian firm Hydro. Some of the founders are serial entrepreneurs. Algeta was established in 1997 by a doctoral student who also was a researcher at the Radium Hospital’s lab, and his supervisor who was a professor at the University of Oslo. Algeta entered a partnership agreement with Bayer Schering Pharma AG in 2009 regarding the development and commercialization of Algeta’s first product candidate, which was in phase III of clinical testing (Vesterbekkmo 2010). Algeta was acquired by Bayer for 17.6 billion NOK (about €2 billion) in 2014. The founders of Algeta established two new firms in 2009 and 2010 together with one and two other researchers, respectively. In two more cases entrepreneurs have established one additional firm. One of these is a spin-off from Photocure, which is one of the few Norwegian-owned pharmaceutical firms with marketed products and world leadership in a specific technology. Photocure also originated from the Radium Hospital in 1997.

1.6.3 New Policy Tools and Knowledge Combination

A strong and specialized analytical knowledge base is key in starting highly research-intensive firms such as the cancer drugs firms in Oslo. Scientific knowledge is, however, not a sufficient condition on its own. The knowledge has to be turned into commercial use if a number of new firms and a cluster are to emerge.

Two regulatory changes in Norway from 2003 improved the conditions for research-based start-ups. A new law on employee inventions in Norway in 2003 meant that employers could claim the right to inventions made by workers, while previously the employees themselves held the rights to results and inventions that could be commercialized. The University and University College Law from 2003 also includes a duty for these organizations to provide for the application of research results in industry.

The new legislation imposes on us to help ensure that research results are used for product development. This marks to some degree a limit in that we from now as an institution are obliged to consider the potential of research results. The University will now have to establish internal expertise and capacity to deal with the new situation. (Interview with then-rector of the University of Oslo in the university’s research magazine Appolon released on 1 January 2003, translated by A. Isaksen)

The changes contributed to the build-up of stronger commercialization units at the University of Oslo and the Radium Hospital, and
it strengthened cooperation on commercialization among other public actors such as Innovation Norway, private actors such as the Radium Hospital Research Foundation and the knowledge organizations responsible for commercialization of a new idea (Nicolaysen 2013).

The regulatory changes contributed to transforming the large capacity of cancer research in Oslo into a regional research and commercialization system. The transformation is seen in the establishment of new organizations and in the development of experience-based competence in commercialization. Six fairly recently established seed and venture capital funds are part of the commercialization system. Included here is Innovation Norway, which is the government’s most important instrument for innovation and the development of Norwegian firms. The other funds are focused on supporting academic spin-offs and on life science start-ups. Inven2 is the largest actor within the commercialization of research in Norway, owned by the University of Oslo and Oslo University Hospital and particularly occupied with innovations from these organizations. A similar fund is the Norwegian Radium Hospital Research Foundation (NRHR), which is a pre-seed investor and project developer, aimed at strengthening cancer research at the Radium Hospital and also at investing in companies based on other leading Nordic research institutes. In mid-2012, the NRHR had invested in 13 companies with a total stock value of more than 200 million NOK (about €27 million). Experienced entrepreneurs maintain that these capital funds have clearly improved the access to risk capital compared to the 1990s (Nicolaysen 2013).

The new cancer drug firms in Oslo are small and dependent on cooperation with and knowledge from hospitals, research institutes, capital funds, industry and different specialists, and on recruiting skilled workers. The OCC includes four contract research organizations, for example, which provide a range of support, such as running clinical trials and developing documentation for products, to the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries in the form of research services outsourced on contracts. Cooperation with many specialists and meetings are easier to organize when people are in geographical proximity.

Another important triggering factor for the emergence of the Oslo Cancer Cluster is the creation of business expertise about firm start-up, clinical testing and contact with large pharmaceutical companies. Important business expertise was created and spread to entrepreneurs when the large Norwegian industrial company Hydro built up a pharmacy department from the late 1980s. Pharmacy was thought of as one of several new activity areas in the diversification strategy of Hydro (Lie 2005). Hydro Pharma was established in 1986 and grew fast during the following years through acquisitions. Its research centre (located in Porsgrunn about
160 kilometres from Oslo) discovered a substance that might possibly affect cancer cells and started collaborating with researchers at the Radium Hospital. Hydro ‘also had a number of scouts who visited research centres where people could show their projects. I presented two projects which the scouts liked very much’ (entrepreneur of two cancer-related firms in Oslo, interview spring 2013). Hydro Pharma focused for a few years on the development of a cancer remedy, but the initiative failed when a clinical trial did not provide demonstrable positive results (Lie 2005: 255). Hydro left the pharmaceuticals sector in 1993, because the company’s strategy changed to concentrate on its traditional core areas of energy-intensive activities.

Hydro’s initiative is still seen by several key persons in the Oslo Cancer Cluster as very important for the evolution of the cancer drug industry in Oslo. First, some firms have developed further projects and knowledge originally created in the 1990s in collaboration between Hydro and the Radium Hospital. There are cases in which patients that took part in clinical studies in the 1990s lived longer than patients who were not part of the studies, which are results that initiated further research on the original remedies. Second, Hydro contributed with industry experience, as did former employees of a few large Norway-based pharmaceutical companies such as Nycomed Amersham. Some have been involved in several start-ups and product developments and have acquired business experience and skills in the development of pharmaceutical products. People with industrial experience were hired or employed in start-up firms and passed on industrial and commercial knowledge to start-ups (Nicolaysen 2013). The short-term focus on pharmaceuticals in Hydro contributed to a combination of knowledge bases in the Oslo cancer industry when the analytical knowledge of researchers was mixed with the synthetic industry and business expertise coming from Hydro and a few former successful pharmaceutical companies in Oslo.

1.6.4 The NCE Status

General policy tools stimulated the emergence of a cluster of firms focused on cancer diagnostic and treatment in Oslo until 2007. Important were public research grants for cancer research and funds targeting increased commercialization of research results, including supporting spin-off firms. Specific cluster-building policy tools were introduced when the Oslo Cancer Cluster organization became part of the Norwegian Centre of Expertise (NCE) programme in 2007. The NCE programme was launched in 2006 by Innovation Norway with the aim of strengthening innovation and internationalization processes further in already strong regional
clusters, and where the members of the cluster organizations agree to enter binding collaboration agreements (Isaksen 2009).

The NCE programme has a long-term perspective. The participating clusters are offered professional and financial support for development processes up to ten years. Regional cluster projects have to apply for membership. The criteria for membership are quite restricted, and there is intense competition to become a member. Local/regional actors have to establish a partnership (or use an already existing partnership) of relevant players to form an application. The application must be embedded in the most important firms in the region, in knowledge organizations such as universities, higher education and other R&D organizations, public support organizations and financial actors.

The NCE project has led to an improved R&D structure for the OCC member firms (Furre and Flatnes 2013). This includes faster financing of new firms, the development of an incubator focused on cancer drug firms, help with obtaining a large research project financed by the Research Council of Norway, and the establishment of Oslo Cancer Innovation Park. The membership has widened to include the whole cancer diagnostic sector in Norway and global partners, but with still a strong core of firms and research institutes in Oslo.

1.7 CONCLUSION

To summarize, the rise and development of the new media cluster in Scania has been essentially influenced by a variety of policy actions. Among the most important ones are the investment in infrastructure (conversion of the old harbour area into a modern business and housing district), the continuous strengthening of the cluster’s organizational support structure (foundation of Malmö University and K3, establishment of MINC, creation of a new research and innovation centre for digital media) and a long-term cluster initiative. The latter is particularly interesting, as it reflects a very early adoption (or anticipation) of ideas emanating from academic research on related variety, combinations of knowledge bases and cross-industrial knowledge flows. Furthermore, it demonstrates the importance of active policy intervention consisting of concerted, long-term efforts to promote cluster development. The explicit ambition by local and regional authorities to strengthen the region’s symbolic knowledge base and to combine it with the more established analytic and synthetic competences in the region can be regarded as a forward-looking and prospective approach in the early 2000s. The case of new media in Scania provides also insights into public–private partnership approaches to cluster governance. The
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Design and implementation of the long-term cluster initiative for the region’s new media industry has been the outcome of a close collaboration between policy actors, universities and private companies, transforming Scania into a hot spot of the Swedish new media sector.

Also in the case of the Oslo Cancer Cluster, public policy has been vital for the development of a cluster of cancer medicine firms, but the basis lays in policy to develop science-based knowledge to treat cancer; that is, through science policy to support basic research at University of Oslo and the university hospitals in the Oslo region. However, as funding of basic research is a main responsibility of the public sector, this emphasizes the strategic role of public policy in cluster promotion in general, and for new path creation specifically. The same is the case for the original development of the ICT cluster in Scania in the 1980s, located in the IDEON science park in Lund, where Ericsson developed mobile phones in close research collaboration with Lund Technical University.

The importance of basic research is strategic in the case of new path creation as it requires highly specialized scientific knowledge to become successful. The historical roots of the Oslo Cancer Cluster documented in this chapter illustrate this clearly. However, even if such scientific knowledge (that is, exploration capacity) is a necessary condition for new path creation, the sufficient condition is represented by also having access to exploitation capacity to succeed in commercializing the scientific results. In this respect, Norway and Oslo have a serious drawback due to lack of such exploitation capacity. The large firms that once existed in the region, Nycomed Amersham and Hydro Pharma, are not present anymore and – even if indirectly they still have an impact through the experience and knowledge of previous employees, of which some have become entrepreneurs – the region is characterized by a lack of exploitation capacity, which clearly slows down the route to commercialization. Thus, characteristically, the Oslo Cancer Cluster is still primarily an emergent cluster with respect to exploitation and products on the market. However, there are signs of new types of entrepreneurs – for example, academic and institutional entrepreneurs – as well as new foreign direct investments (FDIs) that have taken on the task of expanding the exploitation capacity in the region.

In general, however, the OCC shows how costly and long-term a strategy of new path creation is, compared to a strategy of path renewal based on combining knowledge bases, which produces results in the form of job creation and new firm formation much faster. This represents important lessons for those policymakers and practitioners responsible for designing a regional development strategy using a cluster approach specifically, in addition to the general message of this chapter of the strategic role public...
policy on different spatial levels plays in implementing and supporting a cluster-based policy strategy for regional development.
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